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ABSTRACT

This study focuses on the phonological process of Palatalization in Northern Sotho. In view of the fact

that most available descriptions of this phenomenon are taxonomic in nature, this study sets out to

employ two more recent phonological models in the description and explanation of this process.

Description of the core components of, respectively, the classical linear Transformational Generative

(TG) model of Chomsky and Halle (1968) and a non-linear Feature Geometry (FG) model (cf

Clements and Hume, 1995) mark the first chapter of this study This is followed by a detailed TG

description in which it is argued that a number of other phonological processes are also involved 10 the

process of Palatalization. It is demonstrated that a Semivocalization process actually serves as the

input to a classical rule of palatalization, i.e. the assimilation of a [+ high] feature to a preceding

consonant. It is demonstrated that a feeding-bleeding rule ordering is necessary to derive the required

output In this process an optional rule of Semivowel deletion also plays a role, especially in the case

of the labio-velar semivowel lw/. This analysis is followed by an FG analysis stressing the fact that

this non-linear model does not involve the concept of rule ordering or derivational schemes. The

mechanisms of Spreading and Delinking of hierarchically ordered nodes are demonstrated m a

systematic fashion. Due to the fact that the phonological representation does not allow for other

successive processes to apply, it is shown that the FG model is not able to account for all of the sound

changes in a credible manner The conclusion is eventually drawn that the TG model describes and

explains the phenomenon of Palatalization in Northern Sotho more elegantly and comprehensively than

the more recent FG model.
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OPSOMMING

Hierdie studie fokus op die fonologiese proses van Palatalisasie in Noord Sotho. In die lig van die feit

dat die meeste beskrywings van hierdie verskynsel taksonomies van aard is, poog hierdie studie om

twee meer resente fonologiese modelle te implemteer in die beskrywing en verklaring van die proses.

Die eerste hoofstuk is grotendeels gerig op "n uiteensetting van die kemkonsepte van respektiewelik,

die Transformasioneel Generatiewe fonologiese model (TG) van Chomsky en Halle (1968), en die

Kenmerk Geometrie (KG) van Clements en Hume (1995). Dit word opgevolg deur 'n gedetailleerde

beskrywing van die verskynsel binne 'n TG model, en daar word geargumenteer dat 'n reeks ander

prosesse ook teenwoordig is in hierdie proses van Palatalisasie. Dit word aangedui dat' n proses van

Semivokalisasie noodsaaklik is om die omgewing te skep waarbinne 'n [+ hoog] kenmerk aan

voorafgaande konsonante assimileer. Die noodsaaklikheid vir die aanvaarding van 'n bepaalde

reëlordening word aangedui ten einde' n gepaste afvoer te genereer. Die aandag word gevestig op die

feit dat 'n opsionele proses van Semivokaaldelesie ook in Noord Sotho aanwesig is, veral mbt die

labiovelêre semivokaal Iw/. Hierdie analise word opgevolg met "n KG analise wat nie van

afleidingsprosesse gebruik maak nie. Die gebruik van Spreiding en Ontkoppeling word sistematies

ondersoek. Agv die feit dat 'n hierargies geordende sisteem van respresentasies nie voorsiening maak

vir temporaalopeenvolgende prosesse nie, blyk dit dat hierdie model sekere klankveranderinge nie kan

verantwoord nie. Daar word uiteindelik tot die gevolgtrekking gekom dat die klassieke TG model die

verskynsel van Palatalisasie in Noord Sotho veel beter hanteer as die meer resente KG model.
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PALATALIZATION IN NORTHERN SOTHO

CHAPTER 1

ORIENTATION

1.1 Introduction

Most of the descriptions of Northern Sotho phonological processes are presented within a

structuralist (taxonomic) model. Jakobson (1931) and Trubetzkoy (1939) largely developed this

'model'. This pre - generative model was widely used to describe the phonological processes

occurring also in Northern Sotho. The model focussed on sound changes occurring in phonological

processes, but failed to account for the context or reason responsible for generating such sound

changes.

Louwrens and Nokaneng (1995:70) generally list the alternations occurring in various phonological

processes, e.g. Palatalization without adequately explaining the environment responsible for

generating it. The description of Palatalization only lists alternations such as labials becoming

palatals e.g. lW, I p'l and Iph/] respectively changing to W3] , [pI] and [pIh] (cf. also Nokaneng, n.d;

Mojapelo and Hoffman, n.d; Phatudi and Mashabela, 1973).

As a result of lack of explanations within the structuralist (taxonomic) model, new linguistic theories

were developed and applied to various languages of the world. The Transformational Generative

(linear) model of Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Feature Geometry (non -linear) model of Clements

(1985); McCarthy (1988); Sagey (1986) were founded in order inter alia to provide explanations

regarding sound changes occurring in a specific language.

The Transformational Generative model and Feature Geometry model use features to describe sound

changes in a language, unlike the structuralists who worked with the concept of phonemes as basic

units. (cf. also Durand 1990: 7; Hyman 1975: 60; Kotze 1991:91). The older basic model of the

transformational generative (linear) model was developed as an alternative to the structuralist

approach. It regarded distinctive features and phonological rules as central in the description of a

language.
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McMahon (1994:24) argued that language is rule governed. The assertion made by McMahon

implies that feature governed rules within a transformational generative model offered significant

explanation of problematic phenomena in a language.

The transformational generative (linear) model is characterised by the following core concepts, viz.,

distinctive features, underlying representation, phonological rules and phonetic representation. A

new model of feature geometry (non - linear) succeeded the transformational generative model. This

model is characterised by concepts such as Root nodes, Laryngeal nodes, Place nodes, etc, and does

not make use of rule based derivations but focus on the nature of phonological 'representation'.

The aims of this chapter are to:

(i) introduce the study,

(ii) show the inadequacy of the structuralist (taxonomic) model In the explanation of

phonological processes occurring in a specific language,

(iii) present a short overview of the core concepts of transformational generative (linear) and

feature geometry (non -linear) theories.

This study project focus on the analysis of PALATALIZATION process in Northern Sotho.

Patalization refers to a phonological process in which a non-palatal consonant becomes palatal. The

context responsible to generate this process is generally regarded as a front or back vowel or palatal

glide Ijl or velar glide Iwl (cf. also Katamba 1989:86, Lass: 169, Lahiri and Evers, 1991 :80).

Palatalization is an assimilation process in that one segment assumes the features of an adjacent

segment. For instance the segment IBI in Northern Sotho I kolobe I "pig" becomes [B3] as in

[kolofnana] "piglet" when diminutives are formed. This has the implication that the labial consonant

1.1331which is non - palatal becomes labio-palatal [.133]It is argued that the assimilatory nature of

palatalization in terms of distinctive features involves the addition of feature values to a consonant.

In this regard 131 acquires an additional feature [+high] to become palatal consonant [.133,](cf. Lahiri

and Evers, 1991: 80).

2
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Palatalization according to Stahlke (1989:75) is viewed as the fusion of two segments. It is argued

that certain distinctive articulatory features lacking in the underlying segment are distinguished in the

fused unit. Hence the feature [+high] is only distinguished in the palatalized consonant.

The phenomenon of palatalization entails various assimilation processes, which does not seem to be

unitary in nature, but shares similarities in terms of palatalising contexts. Firstly it involves the

fronting of velar consonants, i.e. in Northern Sotho causative verbs I tlora I "remove" becomes

[tlo]a] "cause to remove" whereby the underlying velar consonant I y I becomes tn a palatal

consonant. Secondly, there is a change of place within the coronal consonants i.e. in Northern Sotho

I Ier ap J + anal bone' becomes [lefap'J] whereby the coronal consonants Irl becomes palatal [Jl

Lastly, there is an addition of secondary palatal articulation i.e. I B I becomes [B3] (cf. also Chomsky

and Halle 1968 :421; Lahiri and Evers 1991:80, Lass 1984: 169)

1.1 Exposition of the models

This study project will focus on the analysis of the palatalization process in Northern Sotho in terms

of Transformational Generative (Linear) and Feature Geometry (non -linear) models.

1.2.1 The origin of Transformational Generative (linear) model

This model henceforth referred to as TG was developed by Chomsky and Halle (1968) in the work

entitled "Sound Pattern of English" (SPE). It appeared as an alternative to the structuralist

(taxonomic) approach.

The structuralist model's aim was to gather facts, observe and describe them. It recognised the

phoneme as the central unit in the analysis of a language. Durand (1990:3) pointed out that the

phonemes were regarded as the ultimate unit of phonological structure. They serve both a

classificatory and distinguishing function in a language (cf. also Hyman 1975:60; Clark and Yallop

1990:333; Clark and Yallop 1975:401).

Durand (1990) and Hyman (1975) single out some of the basic terms employed by the structuralist in

the analysis of language specific phenomena. Concepts such as "minimal pairs", " combinatorial

variant", " free variation" and "phonetic similarities" were used to determine opposition between

phonemes. For instance one may use minimal pairs to determine opposition between the phonemes

3
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Ik' I and I mi. Consider the use of a minimal pair in Northern Sotho to create differences between the

two words I - lok' a I "to be kind" versus I - lom a I "bite". These words are called a minimal pair

because they possess the same sequence of sounds except for a single sound that occurs in the same

place in the sequence. If the Ik' I in - I lok' al could be replaced with the ImI in 1-lom a I this will

result in a different word, and it will also be the same for Iml. This test signifies that I k'i and I m I

are contrastive sounds i.e. phonemes. The structuralist linguists employed this method to identify

phonemes that are different (cf also Durand, 1990:7; Hyman, 1975: 60; Kotze, 1991 :91).

The Transformational Generative (linear) model disputed the assumption that the phoneme is the

ultimate unit in the phonological structure. Instead distinctive features were regarded as the basic

units of phonology. To transformational generative linguists distinctive features have a distinctive

and discriminatory function as well as phonetic properties. However, structuralists view them as

having only phonetic properties useful in the grouping of phonemes. The fact that phonemes may be

used in distinguishing words within the structuralist perspective became redundant and instead

generativists used distinctive features (cf also Chomsky and Halle 1968:65; Durand 1990:14;

Schane 1973 :25).

The Transformational Generative (linear) model gathers facts, observe, describe and explain them. It

uses feature-bound rules in order to capture generalisations expressed by rules. In order for the

model to explain language specific phenomena, it employs concepts such as "distinctive features",

"underlying representation", phonological rules and phonetic representation (cf also Hyman

1975:82; Chomsky and Halle 1968:164; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979:32).

1.2.2 Definition of core concepts

1.2.2.1 Distinctive Features

A sound segment is composed of a set of distinctive features. Durand (1990:37) says that the

distinctive features should remain the basic units in phonology unlike segments or phonemes (cf

also Chomsky and Halle 1968:64; Hyman 1975:24; Kenstowicz 1994:19).

Segments such as in the syllable l~iI of Northern Sotho word I~inal "dance" are not viewed as

unitary elements but each consist of bundles of features which are internally unordered, as depicted

below:

4
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(1)

/ B 1 /

Consonantal + -

Sonorant - +
Voiced + +

Coronal - +
High - +

etc.

The features constituting these two segments as shown in example (1) agree in terms of the feature

[voiced] but disagree in all the others. These contrastive features serve to indicate the differences

between the two segments.

Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998:66) pointed out that the choice of distinctive features should meet the

following prerequisites:

(a) Each distinctive feature must have a phonetic correlate. This means that the distinctive

features must refer to one or more of the three phases characterising human speech

communication act.

It must refer to either articulatory or acoustic or perceptual dimensions, e.g. the feature

[consonantal] is able to differentiate between /{3/ which is [+ cons] [i], and [- cons] segment,

which implies that a [+ cons] segment is produced with some closure in the oral cavity and

the [- cons] segment is produced with an open cavity, (i.e. reference is made to the

articulatory dimension).

(b) Each distinctive feature must have a function to distinguish between segments.

(c) Each distinctive feature must be useable in phonological rules i.e. each feature rnust be used

in the formulation of phonological rules in order to provide the required explanation, e.g.

(2) [+ cons] ~ [+high] / r:high ll back

5
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These four features serve to provide an explicit explanation of the palatalisation rule in which

a consonant acquires the feature [+high] when it is followed by a segment that has the

features. [+high -back].

1.2.2.2 Underlying representation

This is a representation of the unpredictable elements in an utterance. It contains idiosyncratic

information pertaining to the pronunciation of all the morphemes constituting an utterance. For

instance the surface or phonetic representation of Northern Sotho word [naletl'ana] "little star' will

be derived from the underlying representation /naleli+anal This representation may be viewed as

synonymous with a morphemic representation of an utterance (cf. also Chomsky and Halle

1968:164; Kenstowics and Kisseberth 1979:32; Kenstowicz 1994:60).

1.2.2.3 Phonological Rules

The phonological rules are applied to the underlying representation to change it into a surface

structure (phonetic representation) The phonological rules assign predictable phonetic properties on

the underlying representation, thus converting the UR of an utterance such as / naleli + ana / into its

corresponding phonetic representation [naletjana]. This can be viewed as an Input - Output process

(3) Input / na le li + ana /

phonological rule(s)

Output [ n a led' a na]

The phonological rule or sets of rules are responsible for the changes taking place in the circle above.
(See also 1.2.2.5).

6
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1.2.2.4 Phonetic representation

This is regarded as the output of the underlying representation. It consists of a string of phonetic

elements, containing idiosyncratic and predictable information signifying the pronunciation of an

utterance. Thus, [nalets'ana] is the final output of the phonological component and it is derived by

phonological rules applied on the underlying representation / naleli + ana / (cf. also Clark and

Yallop 1990: 178; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979:32; Kenstowicz 1994:60).

1.2.2.5. Rules and derivations

The transformational generative (linear) model maintains the assumption that language is rule

governed and these rules apply in a sequence. This implies that the first rule is applied on the

underlying representation, and the rule that follows operates on the information generated by the

preceding rule.

It may be argued that the native speaker of Northern Sotho goes through the following process in an

attempt to utter a word such as [nalet] 'ana]

(4) Input / na le i+ana/

rule 1 J

rule 2 tf'

rule 3 ~

Output [n a Ie ti' a na]

(cf. also Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979:32; Chomsky and Halle 1968: 342; Gussenhoven and

Jacobs 1998:87).

7
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1.2.3. The Feature Geometry (non -linear) model

The Feature Geometry (non - linear) model (henceforth referred to as FG) was developed by

Clements 1985, Sagey 1986, and McCarthy 1998. This model was established as an alternative to

the Transformational Generative (linear) approach.

The FG model holds the assumption that features characterizing a segment are hierarchically

organized. This internal organisation of features within a segment could be represented

hierarchically in a tree graph. The FG model stands in oppotition to the TG model which assumes

that a segment is constituted by unordered bundle of features. The view that lexical items consist of

a sequence of speech sounds which could be represented as feature matrix is refuted by the FG model

(cf. also Clements and Hume 1995: 245; Kenstowicz 1994:145; Broe 1992:149).

Kenstowicz (1994: 145) argued that hierarchical organisation of features in describing a segment

makes it possible to generate the submission within the category stipulated. This implies that the

appearance of the feature node "dorsal" in the tree structure will serve to introduce all the dependents

or daughters of the node, i.e. high, low and back.

The FG theory argues that hierarchical organization of features make it possible to group features in

terms of natural classes or sets. According to Clements 1986, Sagey 1986, and Hayes 1986 natural

classes are referred to as constituents. These constituents involve features that operate as a unit in

phonological rules. And this has the implication that any rule which affects the feature coronal in the

feature tree structure will also affect its dependents i.e. [anterior] and [distributed] (cf. also Clements

and Hume 1995:246; Kenstowicz 1994: 150; Lahiri and Evers 1991 :83).

The hierarchical organisation of features characterising a segment such as /1/ in Northern Sotho will

be represented in the tree structure below:

8
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(5) III

[ -strid ] + consonantj Root

[ + lateral] + sonorant Stricture

Oral Cavity

Coronal Articulator

[ + anterior] Terminal

This tree structure is based on the Halle 1992 feature tree theory. It explains that the segment III is

characterised by the root node features [+ consonantal + sonorant] which implies that in its

articulation there is a constriction in the oral cavity and spontaneous voicing hence consonantal and

sonorant respectively. It is articulated through the oral cavity by coronal articulation i.e. produced

when the blade of the tongue make a constriction on the prepalatal region. It is also [-strident]

because it is not I i I. This segment III is [+ anterior] in that the location of the obstruction of airflow

is in front of the palato - alveolar region of the oral cavity.

The proponents of the TG model argues that rules apply in a linear order, while FG maintains that

rules may operate simultaneously. The FG model assumes that assimilation processes of Spreading

and Delinking will be clearly formalised since hierarchy creates interaction between tiers.

Assimilation is also made possible due to the articulator - bound features.

Broe 1991:158 expresses the view that an assimilation rule affecting the one place node will spread

immediately together with its dependents without affecting other place nodes.

The above paragraph explains that the spreading of the place node coronal will do so independently

without interfering with other place nodes (cf also Kenstowicz 1994:150; Lahiri and Evers 1991:91;

Newman 1997:7).

9
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The representation below will show how assimilation processes of spreading and delinking operates

during the palatalization phenomenon, i.e. the formation of diminutive in Northern Sotho noun I n a I

eli + ana I

(6) Ina Ie I + anal

[
+ consl [- cons]

+ sonJ + son

t
Oral Oral--------~TP

Coro al Coronal

[ + ant] [ + high]

The feature tree structures explains that the vowel I i I spreads its Tongue Position (TP) which

is [+ high] to the preceding consonant which has a [- high] tongue position, after which it

delinks itself, i.e. I i I is deleted. This means that a consonant with a [+ high] feature remains.

Obviously some more changes also take place to convert the I I I with its acquired [+ high]

feature to a palatalized form [t f']. Below is an illustration of the Halle and Sagey FG model

in (7).

10
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(7) Feature Geometrical model by Halle and Sagey

[ ± continuant] --d ± consonanta~

[± strident ~ L ± sono ant J
[±lateral]

Glo tal Soft Palate

~ace

Lab:al Cor~na~sal

,......., ,.......,
""So I-. ,.......,

'? 0
"'0 ·e 2 "'0 ·e .D
ro ~ -ca ·e ,......., ,......., ,.......,

~
Cl) en !=: Cl) ..... ..c ~

!=:
~ ~

en- ::s ..... en ~ oI-. ro !=: 00..... 0. 0 !=: 0 ro ;0 :E .9 ro
en en o I-. .D
-ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti -ti.___, .___, L......J L......J L......J L......J L......J L......J L......J L......J L......J .___,

1.2.3.1 Definition of concepts

1.2.3.1.1 Root node

The highest node in the hierarchy is the root node and it stands equivalent to the segment itself. The

root node is characterised by the features consonantal and sonorant. All the features in the tree are

dominated by it. Laryngeal and Supralaryngeal nodes are dominated by the root node. The manner

features [continuant, strident and lateral] are attached to it.

If a rule of assimilation affect the root node it automatically affect all other features dominated by it,

e.g laryngeal and supralaryngeal nodes together with their dependents.

Il
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1.2.3.1.2 Laryngeal Node

This node occupies the second level in the hierarchy. It dominates the glottal and Tongue Root

nodes. If a rule affects the laryngeal node it will also affect the Glottal node and Tongue Root node

as well as their dependents.

1.2.3.1.3. Supralayngeal node

The supralayngeal node is also on the second level in the hirearchy. It dominates the soft palate node

with its dependents, i.e [nasal], and Oral place node with its dependents i.e [labial, coronal and

dorsal]. A rule of assimilation affecting the Supralaryngeal node will also affect all its dependents

1.2.3.1.4 The Articulator Nodes.

This model according to Kenstowicz 1994: 452 recognizes six articulators. The oral place node

dominates the articulator nodes, labial, coronal and dorsal. There is also the soft palate node, which

is the articulator node directly attached to the supralaryngeal node (cf. also Clements and Hume

1995: 268; Gussenhoven and Jacobs 1998: 175; Kenstowicz 1994:452).

12
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CHAPTER2

PALATALIZATION IN NORTHERN SOTHO: A LINEAR PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the description and explanation of the palatalization phenomenon in

Northern Sotho. The palatalization process in this language in terms of a TG model is characterized

by the interaction of three processes, viz, semivocalization (glide formation), palatalization and

semivowel deletion.

Aims of chapter

This chapter aims to:

apply the linear phonological model to the palatalization process of Northern Sotho.

ascertain the effectiveness of this model in the analysis of palatalization in this language.

2.2 The analysis of Northern Sotho syllable structure

An overview of the canonical forms of the syllable structures in Northern Sotho are

presented as follows:

(8) (a) I V I I e I ma

(b) ICV I - e/mal

(c) I C w V I - I nwa I

(d) I NCVI - I nt''o I

(e) I NCWVI - I nthwa I na

In the Northern Sotho language the preferred syllable structure is ICVI i.e sequences of a consonant

plus a vowel. It is also claimed by linguists that this ICVI syllable structure is found ill many

languages of the world (cf. also Endemann 1964:6; Hyman 1975: 161; Schane 1973:52).

The levI syllable structure is violated in Northern Sotho when the dimunitive suffix 1- anal is added

onto the final syllable of nouns, resulting in a leVYI syllable structure, i.e sequences of a consonant

followed by two adjacent vowels. This lev + VI syllable structure is perceived to be an

13
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unimpressive syllable structure of Northern Sotho, because it violates the ICV I pattern. Endemann

(1964:4) pointed out that the I CV + V I syllable structure is the "critical syllable" structure in

Northern Sotho, because it provides context for sound changes to take place. It is the I evvi
syllable structure which serve as input for different phonological processes, such as Vowel Deletion;

Semivocalization; Palatalization, etc, to operate in an attempt to restore the preferred syllable

structure of I CV/.

The Vowel Deletion process is applied on the ICV+ VI syllable pattern in order to break up vowel

sequences. The rule of First Vowel Deletion is applied to delete the initial vowel in the sequence.

Thus, ICV 1 + V 21yield to ICV2/. This rule of First Vowel Deletion will be discussed in the next

section.

The Semivocalization process also acts on the ICV + VI syllable pattern in order to convert the first

vowel into either palatal glide Dl or labio-velar glide [w]. The application of Semivocalization

process resuIt into IC j VI and ICwVI syllable structures i.e sequences of consonant, glide and vowel.

The IC j VI syllable structure is regarded as intermediate in that the Dl glide is normally fused with

the preceding consonant and resuIt in ICVI while the ICwVI can appear as intermediate when the

preceding consonant is labial or as a final syllable in certain consonant combinations (cf. also

Endemann 1964:7).

The Palatalization process acts on the sequences of a consonant followed by a glide, i.e IC j VI or

ICwVI. This implies that a post-consonantal glide causes the preceding consonant to palatalize.

2.3 The occurrence of First Vowel Deletion and Semivocalization processes in Northern Sotho

The phonological processes of first vowel deletion and semivocalization do take place in Northern

Sotho. It is observed that the dimunitive suffix I - ana I when added onto the final syllable of nouns

resuIt into I CV+ V I sylable structure. It is this "critical syllable" structure which triggers these

phonological processes to occur in this language.
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2.3.1 Summary ofsound changes taking place in the creation of of "critical syllables"

The ICV + VI syllable structure has been analyzed in different contexts and that has led to the result

obtained in Appendix A.

This appendix focuses on vowel deletion and semivocalization In nouns as intermediate

(demonstrated by *) and I or final forms.

This table depicts a combination of a consonant, vowel and another vowel in a I CVV I syllable

structure. In proper nouns the "critical syllable" structure is( CVI + V2) while in deverbative nouns

it appears as (C + VI + V2). When the first vowel (C VI) is deleted in both nouns the (CV2)

syllable structure is acquired. And when the process of Semivocalization takes place in similar

context, i.e sequences of I CV I + V 2 I and I C + V I + V 2 I, either of the two structures are

obtained, namely, * IC j V lor I CwV I

Consider the following data:

Nouns + dimunitive suffix l- anaI

(8')

(a) Imasa + ana! [masana] masana "dawn"

(b) Inosi + ana! [nosana] nosana "small bee"

(c) Imo + se + ana! ~ [mosana] mosana "small skin apron"

(d) Ima + taese + ana! ~ [mataesana] mataesana "small dice"

(e) lIe + bat'i + ana! ~ [lebatf' ana] Iebatlana "small door"

(f) /leêst' E + ana! [lebbetl' ana] lebetsana "small pancrease"

(g) I seêet' e +ana! [seêet]' ana] sebetsana "small liver"

(h) Idiphas o+ ana! [Iip-aswana] diphaswana "ancestral appeasement"

(i) liepat' o + ana! [lepat'wana] lebatwana "floor"

G) lierap' o +ana! [lerapl' ana] lerapsana "small bone"
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In example (8' a - g) the front vowels Ii, e, el are deleted in combination with certain consonants

while in others they become the palatal glide [j]. In (8'h - j) the back vowel I o I becomes the velar

glide [ w ].

The data presented in example (8') show the inconsistency of Northern Sotho in dealing with both

the processes of First Vowel Deletion and Semivocalization, i.e. in some combinations of the

consonant, vowel and another vowel (CV+V) the front vowels are deleted while in others they turn

into the palatal glide [ j]. Therefore, it is necessary that rules be formulated to account for the

occurrence of the processes in the language.

2.3.2 Phonological rules

A rule of First Vowel Deletion will be formulated with reference to the data presented in example
(8'a-g).

V

(First Vowel Deletion - FVD)

'" / C(+l __ +V

Rule 1:

Rule 1 states that the First Vowel is deleted when it appears between a consonant followed by an

optional morpheme boundary and a compulsory morpheme boundary plus another vowel.

The following rule of Semivocalization will be formulated based on the data presented in example

(8'h-j):

Rule 2: (Semivocalization - SV)

- cons
+ vowel
a back
<-high>
< - mid>

[
- vowel]

___. + high
a back

+ [+ -highl
+voweJ

Rule 2 says that a vowel which is [a back - high - mid] becomes a glide when it appears between a

consonant andlor morpheme boundary and morpheme boundary plus another [ - high] vowel

(a indicates a plus or minus value which is to correspond with the following a value). It is observed

that rule 1 and 2 appear to be triggered by the same context, in that they may undergo First Vowel
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Deletion process or Semivocalization. An attempt was made to constrain the application of both rules

through detailed specification of their elements in terms of distinctive features. However, it seems

that the linear phonological model appears to be unable to constrain the application of these rules in

Northern Sotho. Therefore, it is necessary that conditions be specified for the application of these

rules in this language. The rule order hypothesis below will serve the purpose of setting conditions

for the application of Rules 1 and 2.

2.3.3 Rule Ordering

Hypothesis

It is hypothezised that the application of Rule 1 prevents Rule 2 to apply on front vowels I i, e, el and

the converse is also applicable. This means that Rule 1 and 2 represent a counterbleeding order of

application - the application of one rule destroys the environment of the other rule to apply and vice-

versa. This implies that linear rule ordering does not apply between these rules - what counts is the

rule which applies first. They serve a complementary function (cf also Gussenhoven and Jacobs

1998 : 99; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977 : 158).

2.4 Semivocalization process

The semivocalization phenomenon occurs in Northern Sotho when the "critical syllable" structure of

a ICV+ VI becomes *IC j VI or *ICwVI. The function of it in this language is to restore the preferred

syllable structure of ICVI or ICwVI. The combination IVYI ~ IwVI or IjV/ where Iwl and Ijl

function as a IC/. This Semivocalization process triggers palatalization in the language. This has the

implication that when certain consonants are followed by a glide [j] or [w] the glide causes the

preceding consonants to palatalize. But in others a combination of consonant and glide does not

result in palatalization of the preceding consonant as it happens in some cases when the velar glide

[w] is involved.
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(9) Nouns with dimunitve suffix:

(a) Ise + 1a ~i + anal ~ [sela~3ana] selabjana "small fly"

(b) 1m 0 + YO~e + anal ~ [moYo~3ana] mogobjana "pool"

(c) I~o + YO~ e + ana I ~ [ ~OYO~3ana] bogêbjana "small porrige"

(d) /letl'o tl' o ~:) + ana I ~ [letl'otl'ojt; ana] letlótlêbjana "small snake"

(e) I k'o ~ o + ana I ~ [k':)~3 ana] kóbjana "small blanket"

(t) I k'u ~u + ana I ~ [kuj33ana] kubjana "small hippopotamus"

(cf. also Appendix B)

(10) Deverbative Nouns with dimunitive suffix:

1m 0 + a ~ + i + anal ~ [moa ~3 ana] moabjana "small divider"

Itl a~+:) +anal ~ [ tl" a~3 ana] tlhabjana "small stab"

(cf. also Appendix C)

(11) Formation of Absolute Pronouns

lu + ena/ ~ [wena] wêna "you"

te + ena/ ~ [j e na] yêna "helshe"

IJ + :) nal ~ [w ona] wóna "it"

le + o nal ~ [j o na] y6na "them"

(12) Formation of Demonstrative Pronouns

te + ol
10+ ol
le + el

~ [j 0]
~ [wo]
~ Li e]

yo
wo

"this one"
"this one"
"this one"ye
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(13) Formation of Possessive Pronouns

IJ +:J na! ----7 [wona]

----7 [jena]

wêna "of it "

IE +:J na! yêna "of him"

(14) Formation of Quantitative Pronouns

IE + :Jl: c./
IJ +1: el

yêhle

wehle
"all"
"altogether"

(cf also Appendix D)

(15) Formation of Possessive Concords

lo + a!
le + a!

----7 [ wa ]
----7[ja]

wa
ya

(cf also Appendix E)

The data presented in examples (9) and (10) shows the formation of glides after the dimunitive suffix

I - ana I has been added on the final syllable of proper and deverbative nouns. The "critical syllable"

structure of I evvI becomes I evI, although the I e I had changed its place of articulation as well

(cf. also example 8).

In examples (11) to (15) the semivowels or glides are formed in pronouns, when the subjectival

concord becomes either [j ] or [ w ] respectively. During the formation of absolute, demonstrative,

possessive and quantitative pronouns the back vowel lu I or I :J I becomes velar glide [w] while front

vowel lei becomes palatal glide Dl, and hence restores the levI syllable structure (cf. also

Endemann 1964: 8; Lombard 1985 : 86; Nokaneng n.d : 68).

2.4.1 Derivation

It must be noted that Rules 3 and 4 used in the first derivation (example 16) will be discussed in the

next section.
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(16) Input /le ~a t i + anal "door"

Rule 2 (SV)

Output

J

tf

/
[le ~a d'

lie ~a t'

ana] "small door"

Rule 3 (PAL)

Rule 4 (SV del)

(17) Input + anal "floors"

Rule 2 (SV) w

Output [le ~a t' w ana] "small floor"

It can be observed that in the first example in the derivation (example 16) the palatal glide [ j ]

causes the preceding consonant to palatalize i.e. non-palatal consonant I t' I becomes palatal [ti']

However, the glide [ w ] does not induce palatalization of the same consonant in the word shown in

example 17.

It may be argued that while a glide (semivowel) induces palatalization in some of the consonants

plus glide combination, in others it fails to do the same function in Northern Sotho.

The semivocalization process is responsible to cause palatalization to take place in Northern Sotho.

The premier palatalizers being the glides.

In order to arrive at some explanation, it is necessary to observe the distinctive features of Northern

Sotho vowels and semivowels in the following matrix.

2.5 The distinctive feature matrix of Northern Sotho vowels and semivowels

a e e u 0 J J w

vowel + + + + + + +

high + + + + + +

mid + + + +

low +

back + + + +
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In this distinctive feature matrix the semivowels m and [w] both possess the feature [+ high]. This

feature indicate their raised tonque body position when articulated (cf. also Katamba 1989:45;

Chomsky and Halle 1968 : 304; Kenstowicz 1994 : 20).

It is this tongue body height articulation displayed by both glides which is responsible for non-palatal

consonant preceding a glide to palatalize. This tongue body height articulation exhibited by the

glides is also supported by x-ray experiments conducted by linguists.

Consider this diagram from Roux 1979 : 34

/

"

I u
-..II

Figure 7. Contour of the body of the tongue during vowel and semivowel articulations in
Sesotho.
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This diagram is based on the X-ray films of the mouth cavity during individual articulations of

vowels and semivowels in Sesotho. A hierarchy of vowels and semivowels was drawn depicting the

contour of the body of the tongue during the articulation of each segment.

The diagram shows the height the body of the tonque assumes for each segment. It may be argued

that both semivowels are articulated with the body of the tongue raised. Roux 1979:38 pointed out

that the semivowel [j ] is capable to trigger palatalization because it appears to be physically higher

in terms of tongue body articulation than any of the front vowels i.e. [ i, e, E ]. This semivowel is

regarded as palatal enough to generate a palatalization process. It is further argued that the velar

glide [ w ] is also physical high to can induce palatalization.

The element of [+ high] feature specification of semivowels, (glides) IS necessary to trigger

palatalization process in Northern Sotho.

2.5.1 The palatalization process

The palatalization phenomenon in Northern Sotho depends on the semivocalization process. It may

be argued that this language does not tolerate sequences of post-consonantal glide [j ], i.e. / t + j /

becomes [ ti'] which means that [j ] glide causes the non-palatal consonant to become palatal. Again

the occurrence of the velar glide post consonantally may induce palatalization of labial consonants in

this language, i.e. sequences of / p + w / yield to [ pj' ] a palatalized consonant.

There are different views held by linguists with regard to the phenomenon palatalization. Some of

the views expressed by these lingusts will be discussed in the following section.

2.5.2 Different views on palatalization

Lahiri an Evers (1991 :79) view palatatization as an embracing term constituted by various processes.

These linguists distinquish three different phonological processes related to the term "Palatalization".
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The following processes are identified:

Fronting ofvelars, i.e. velar consonants shift their point of articulation to become palatal.

Alteration of place of articulation within coronal consonants, i.e alveolar consonants

change their point of articulation to become prepalatal, hence / t' / become [ tf'].

Addition of secondary palatal articulation, i.e. non-palatal consonant acquire secondary

palatal articulation, hence / ~ / becomes W3].

Lass (1984: 169) pointed out that palatalization involves the superimposition of [ i ] - colour as well

as the change of a non-palatal consonant to become palatal. Stahlke 1989:75 perceives palatalization

as fusion of two segments. According to him the fused unit acquires certain articulatory features

absent in the underlying segments. This assumption pointed out by Stahlke implies that the

distinctive articulatory features [ + high - back] are acquired by the fused unit (output) after

palatalization has taken place. Chomsky and Halle (1968:308) expressed the view that palatalization

is concerned with the preservation of the palatal point of articulation. This implies that a non-palatal

consonant is made to assume palatal point of articulation, i.e. a change of velars to palatals

constitutes a change in the point of articulation.

2.5.3 Highlights from the sources

It may be argued that the linguists agree on the general perception that palatalization involves

primary point of articulation change as well as addition of secondary point of articulation. The

assimilatory nature of palatalization also seems to receive general approval, in that, a non-palatal

consonant followed by a [ + high] glide acquires the [ + high] feature of the glide. The feature [ +

high] possessed by the glides in Northern Sotho is assimilated by the preceding [ - high] consonant

in order for the latter to become [ + high]. The distinctive articulatory property of [ + high - back ]

characterizing palatalized consonants will be observed on the distinctive feature matrix of Northern

Sotho consonants below.
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2.5.4 Distinctive features of Northern Sotho consonants and semivowels

~ p' f pb t' tb 1 r 1 n 3 ~3 tI I tJ' tIb pIb PI' Jl IJ y J w

Consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + - -
Sonorant - - - - - - + - - + - - - - - - - - + + - + +
Anterior + + + + + + + + + + + + + - - - + + - - - - -

Coronal - - - - + + + + + + + - - - + + - - + - - - -

Distributed + - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - -
Continuant + - + - - - + + - + + + + + - - - - + + + + +
Vocalic - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Strident + - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + - - - - -
Delayed - - - - - - - - - - - + - - + + + + - - - - -
Release
Nasal - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - + + - - -
Lateral - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Voiced + - - - - - + + + + + + - - - - - - + + + + +
High - - - - - - - - - - + + + + + + + + + + + + +
Back - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + + - +

The segments presented on the feature matrix do not constitute all the consonants of this language.

These segments as well as their corresponding distinctive features were selected because they seem

to be relevant for the process under discussion i.e. palatalization.

The palatalization context of non-palatal consonants followed by a glide may be observed in the

following data:

(18) Diminutive formation of nouns by suffixation of - ana:

Underlying Phonetic Orthographic Gloss
representation representation representation
(a) /movope+ana/ [moropgana ] mogabe "pool"
(b) /kxbare~e+ana/ [kxbare~3ana ] kgarebê "young woman"
(c) /selajii+ana/ [selajljana] selabi "little thing in the eye"
(d) /letl'ctl'opo+ana/ [letlo 'tb~3ana] letlêtlêbê "snake skin"
(e) /kxba~J+ana/ [kxba~3ana ] kgabê "monkey"
(f) /k'upu+ana/ [k'u~3ana] kubu "hippopotamus"
(g) /morafe+ana/ [moraf] ana] morafe "race"
(h) /lefifi+ana/ [lefifI ana] lefifi "darkness"
(i) /sefo+ana/ [sefjana] sef6 "sieve"
(j) /sefu+ana/ [sefjana] sefu "trap"
(k) /lerop'e+ana/ [lerop J'ana] lerope "ruin"
(1) /selep'e+ana/ [selepj''ana] selêpê "axe"
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(m) liap'i+anal [iapJ'ana] Wapi "fish"
(n) /levop'o+ana/ [levopj'ana] legopo "through"
(0) /levap'u+ana/ [levapjana] legapu "watermelon"
(p) Itshephe+anal [tshepIhana ] tshêphê "springbok"
(q)1 ph::>ph~Hanal [ph::>pIhana ] phêphê "pawpaw"
(r) /phaphi+anal [p'a pIhana ] phaphi "piece"
(s) /lelole+ana/ [lelojana] lehlêle "blood clot"
(t) /mapele+ana/ [majiegana] mabêlê "sorghum"
(u) /naleli+ana/ [nalet I'ana] naledi "star"
(v) Iph::>::>f::>b+anal [p'oofolotjwana] phêêfêlê "animal"
(w) /selelu+ana/ [seletj''wana] seledu "chin"
(x) /mojernane+ana/ [moIemajiana] mosêmane "boy"
(y) /lek'ejene+ana/ [leke Ienejiana] lekêsênê "location"
(z) /molare+ana/ [molajana] mohlare "tree"
(aa) /p'ere+ana/ [p'ejana] pêrê "horse"
(bb) Imoriri +ana/ [morijana] .. "hair"monn
(cc) /sejlet'e+ana/ [sepet I' ana] sebete "liver"
(dd) /lejlet' e+ana/ [le13etfana] lebêtê "pancreas"
(ee) /lepat'i+ana/ [lepatj'ana] lebati "door"
(ft) /seret-e+ana/ [seret Ihana ] serethê "heel"
(gg) /marot''i+ana/ [marot Ihana] marothi "water droplets"
(bh) /levorj+ana/ [levopana] legong "piece of wood"

(cf. Appendix B)

The sound changes occuring in example (18) may be captured by formulating the following rule of
palatalization:

Rule 3 Palatalization

[
+ cons J
- high
< +lab >

~[highl / +
[

- cons]
- voc
+ high

Rule 3 attempts to explain that a consonant which is [ + lab - high] becomes [+ high] when it

precedes morpheme boundary (optional) and a glide.

This rule implies that a consonant which is labial and [ - high ] become palatalized when it appears

before a morpheme boundary (optional) and a glide. As a result it lacks generality, hence it fails to

account for palatalization in coronals and velars.
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Northern Sotho seems to be inconsistent with regard to palatalization of coronals and velars, eg (19)

It'l a coronal consonant becomes [tf'] a palatal affricate when precedes the glide fj] However, the

glide [ w ] appears not to trigger palatalization of It'l (cf. also 2.4. 1). And with regard to velar

consonants some of them are palatalized in the context of either [ j ] or [ w ] while others fail to

undergo the same process.

Compare

(20) /levoq + ana!

(21) /molak"i + anal

> [levojiana]

[molak'ana]>

In example (20) Irj/ (a velar) becomes [P] (a palatal) whilst a velar stop such as Ik'i in (21) gives rise

to vowel deletion (cf. also Appendix A and B).

The sernivowels [j ] and [ w ] do not constitute the output (phonetic representation) of the words in

example (18). However, they are deleted by a rule. This rule will be formulated to account for the

deletion of semivowels (glides) after rule 3 has been applied in Northern Sotho.

Rule 4 Glide deletion rule

[

cons]
voc

+ high
[

+ con~

+ highJ (+)

Rule 4 states that a glide is deleted when it follows a [ + high] consonant and I or a morpheme

boundary. This rule could optionally be applied in Northern Sotho.

2.5.5 Derivation

(22) Input: I ro ~+ u+ al I ro ~+ u+ a! "break"

Rule 2 ( SV) w w
Rule 3 (pAL) ~3 ~3
Rule 4 (SV.del) ;t

Output: [ro ~3 a] [fJ ~3 w a]
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It is shown in the derivation that the triggers of palatalization process, i.e. glides appears to be

deleted or in some cases optionally maintained. (cf. also Appendices B, C and G).

2.5.6 Rule Ordering

It may argued that Rule 2 (semivocalization), Rule 3 (Patalization) and Rule 4 (Semivowel deletion)

stand in a feeding order of application in Northern Sotho. This means that semivocalization rule

precedes the palatalization rule and the latter precedes the semivowel deletion rule.

The derivation presented above provide the correct phonetic representation in that each rule in the

derivation serve as an input for the other to apply, i.e feeding order (cf. also Kenstowicz and

Kisseberth 1979:315; Hyman 1975: 129; Gussenhoven and Jacobs 1998:99).

2.5.7 Exceptional forms

The Northern Sotho language shows sound changes in which a labial consonant becomes

alveolarized in a palatal context, i.e. I p' I a labial consonant becomes alveolar consonant [ tsw ].

It is assumed that this shift of place of articulation in labials is referred to as rule telescoping. This

implies that intermediate derivational stages become lost, rendering a natural process to become

unnatural (cf. also Roux 1979:259; Hyman 1975: 173).

Telescoping

(23) Input: lie rop e + ana I "ruin"

Rule 2 (SV)
Rule 3 (PAL)
Rule 4 (SV DEL)

Output: [pI']

[tfw]
[tsw]

Place change:
Depalatalization:

It may be assumed that the order of the change of I p' I to [ tsw ] has undergone the following stages:

p' -+ pj -+

step 1
tfw -+

step 2
tsw
step 3

Phonetically it may be argued that the segments constituting this labial affricate are labial stop Ip'l

plus prepalatal fricative Ijl. The labial segment Ip'l is characterized by labial articulation coupled
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with lip-rounding and IfI is a prepalatal fricative having palatal articulation involving tonque raising.

The shift from labio - palatal lp fl to alveopalatal Itf'wl may be due to the approximity of alveoloars

to palatals than labials to the latter (cf. Roux 1979:259).

2.6 Remarks

This study attempts to give phonological account of the palatalization process in Northern Sotho

within the framework of a TG model. The application of the TG has been successful because it can

create sequences of events, so as to provide environment for the palatalization process to take place.

It has been shown that Northern Sotho front vowels and back vowels becomes [ j ] and [ w ]

respectively. Both these glides serve as the input of palatalization, hence their [ + high ] feature

specification. The glides [i] or [w] has an influence on the preceding consonant ( C ) and optional

processes such as deletion of semivowels may occur.

TG accounts the palatalization of labials and coronals in Northern Sotho in that they are [ - high ],

and the glides have an influence in them because they are able to change them to [+ high]. The

velar consonant I IJ I becomes I jl I and I y I becomes I f I are already [ + high] and to claim that a

glide may cause them to palatalize is not adequate. It may be argued that the palatalization of velars

involve the feature change of [+ back] becomes [ - back] which is regarded as fronting of velars by

Lahiri and Evers 1991: 50.
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CHAPTER3

PALATALIZATION IN NORTHERN SOTHO: A NON-LINEAR PHONOLOGICAL

ANALYSIS.

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to analyse the Palatalization process within the framework of a Feature

Geometry (non-linear) phonological model. This model holds the assumption that features

characterizing a segment are hierarchically organized, that is, the appearance of for instance the

category coronal in the tree structure will also introduce all the dependents of the coronal node, e.g.

anterior and distributed (cf. also l.2.3).

The sound changes which occur during the Palatalization process lil Northern Sotho will be

presented below.

3.2 Outline

Consider the following alternations:

(24)

(a) 113I ~ [(33] (series: bilabial fricatives)

(b) If I ~ [±fJ (series : labio-dental ficatives)

(c) Ip'l ~ [pI'] (series: voiceless bilabial ejected stops)

(d) Iphl ~ [pJh] (series: voiceless bilabial aspirated stops)

(e) It'l ~ [tJ'] (series: voiceless alveolar ejected stops)

(f) It hi ~ [tfh] (series: voiceless alveolar aspirated stops)

(g) /11 ~ [tJ'] (series: voiced alveolar stop)

(h) Irl ~ [J] (series: voiced alveolar liquid)

(i) jyl ~ [J] (series: voiced alveolar liquid)

U) Inl ~ [Jl] (series: alveolar nasal)

(k) /rJI ~ [Jl] ( series: velar nasal)

(1) jyl ~ [J] (series: voiced velar fricative)
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The sound changes shown in example (24) will be analysed (represented) with all vowel contexts in

the examples below.

Representations

(25) l~iI series: (bilabial fricatives)

selabi /selafsi + ana! ~ selabjana [selajljana]

+ ana

(dorsal)

I[+hlgh]

Representation (25) entails:

• Spreading of the root node of the front vowel [i] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant

[J3] which is [-high].

• This spreading is followed simultaneously with the deletion of [i] with all its features.

The secondary palatal articulation of I~/, thus I~I becomes [~3](a palatal).•

The problem with representation (25), however, is that it implies that any Iii following a consonant

will cause it to be palatalized. Below follows a representation that will explain this problem:
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(26) Imo+ ro ~+ il -----+ * [moropgi]

I mo ro ~ + i + anal

\

[s::nJ [:fJ
pt~ pr
i/\

Labial Tp coronal
(dorsal)

\
[+high]

In this representation (26) it is not possible to state that the front vowel (i) is able to cause the

preeeeding consonant to palatalize. This implies that 1m 0 + r o ~ + il does not become [morojlji] .

As a result this may be regarded as a counter example to the palatalization process in Northern

Sotho.

mogobe

(27) I ~el series (bilabial fricatives)

Imo Y 0 ~e + anal -----+ mogobjana [movopgana]

/ rna Y 0 r le + r a /

L::sJ [::o:J [~::sJ
I I I

labial Tp coronal
(dorsal)

I
[-high]

place

dorsal

[-high]
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In representation (27) it is not possible to state that the front vowel [e] which is [-high] can spread

anything towards the preceding consonant [~] to change it to become [+high]. Thus, it is not

possible to describe or explain this process adequately in terms of the FG model.

(28) / ~ e / series (bilabial fricatives)

Kgarebê / kx" are ~e + ana! ~ kgarebjana [kx" are ~ 3 ana]

r e ~ E +ana /

I I I
~:::nsJ [~C:::J [~Cs::SJ
Le Je pL
1/\1

labial Tp coronal dorsal
(dorsal)

I
[-high] [-high]

This representation (28) shows that it is not possible for the front vowel [E] which is [-high] to spread

towards the preceding bilabial consonant [~] to cause it to become [+high]. Therefore, it is not

possible to describe or explain this process adequately in terms of the FG model (cf representation

27).
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(29) /~u/ series (bilabial fricatives)

kubu / k'u ~u + ana / ---+ kubjana [k'u !33ana]

/ k' u

labial Tp
(dorsal)

I
[+high]

Representation (29) entails:

• Spreading of the root node of the back vowel [u] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant

which is [-high].

• That this spreading is followed by the deletion of [u] with all its features.

• A secondary palatal articulation of the labial consonant /~/ which becomes W3] (a palatal /~/).

(30) /~J / series (bilabial fricatives)

Kgabó /kx" a~J + ana /---+ kgabjana [kx'' a ~3ana]

/kx~ ~ J +~

I I I

rs[:nJ ~r:] ~f]
place place place

I I I

Labial

A A

/\
Tp labial

(drsal)

[-high]

A

\
dorsal

[-high]
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Representation (30) demonstrate that the back vowel [;)] which is [-high] is unable to spread towards

the preceding consonant, in order to render it [+high]. As a result, it is not possible to explain this

process adequately within the FG model.

(31) lfil series : (labio-dental fricative)

lefifi I lefifi+ anal ~ lefifsana [lefifjana]

lefi f _-to---------
[

+cons] [cons]
-son J -son

+ anal

Plr
A

hronru
(dorsal)

I
[+high]

Labial

(31) Entails:

• The spreading of a root node of front vowel [i] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant

[f] which is [-high].

• Spreading occurring with concomitant delinking of the front vowel [i] together with all its

features

• A secondary palatal articulation of If! . Thus If! a non-palatal becomes [t)], a palatal

consonant.
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(32) Ifel series (labio - dental fricatives)

Morafe I mo+rafe + anal ~ morafsana [moraf Sana]

1m o r a anal

place

I
A=;

Tp coronal

(dorsal)

I
[-high]

Representation (32) implies that the front vowel [e] which possess a [-high] feature specification

pr
A

I
Labial

cannot spread anything towards the preceding consonant [f] in order to change it to [+high]. It is

therefore not possible to explain this process within FG model.

(33) I ful series (labio - dental fricatives)

Sefu Isefu +ana I sefsana [sefj'ana]

Is e f li + a na Il ///t
///

/

[+conJ ~conJ
-son +son

I I
place place

I I
A A

I /\
Labial Tp labial

(dorsal)

[+ 19h] [+ round]
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(33) Entails:

• The spreading of the root node of the back vowel [u] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant

which is [-high].

• Spreading occurring with concomitant delinking of the back vowel [u] together with all its

features.

• A non palatal segment If! becomes palatal [ti].

(34) If'J I series (labio - dental fricatives)

sefê I sefo + ana! ~ sefsana [sefl ana]

Is e a a!n

In this representation (34) it appears impossible to state that the back vowel [ 'J ] which is [-high] can

spread towards the preceding consonant [f] in order to change it to [+high] . As a result the FG model

is unable to explain this process.

(35) lp' il series (voiceless bilabial ejected stop)

Hlapi I Iapi + ana! ~ hlapsana [Iapl'ana]

I ia [//f +

[ :s[:nSJ GCfJ
place place

I I
A

A
A

Tp

(dorsal)

[lghj

a aln

coronal
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(35) Entails:

• The spreading of the root node of front vowel [i] to the preceding oensonant [p'] which is

[-high].

• Spreading occurring with the delinking of the front vowel [i] together with all its features.

• A labial consonant Ip'l becoming [pf'] (a palatal Ip'/) .

(36) Ipel series (voiceless bilabial ejected stops)

lerope I lero p' e + a na I ~ lerêpsana [Ieropl'ana ]

I le rop

I
[
+ con~

- son J

e +

I

[~::J
anal

(37) Ip'el series (voiceles bilabial ejected stops)

selepê I selep'e + ana I ~ selepsana [ selep]' ana] )

(36) and (37) entail that:

• there is no spreading of the features characterizing [e] and [G] towards the preceding consonant

[p'] because both of these front vowels are [-high].

• these processes shown by (36) and (37) cannot be described or explained in terms of the FG

model.
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(38) /p'u I series (voiceless bilabial ejected stops)

legapu I Ie y apu + anal ~ legapsana [ lerapjana]

IIe y a (///*r con~ I-con~
lsonJ L +so~

I I0~
glottal labial Tp labial

( d~rSal) I
[+high] [+ round]

+ anal

(38) Is interpreted as:

• the spreading of the root node of the back vowel [u] which is [ + high] to the preceding

consonant [p'] which is [- high],

• this spreading occurring with the deletion of the back vowel [u] together with all its features,

• a non palatal Ip'l becomes [pf'] (a palatal I p'l).

(39) Ip'ol series (vioceless bilabial ejected stops)

legopo I Ie YOP'O + ana I ~ legopsana [ Ie y opl'ana]

lie y o p' 0 + anal

I I

[ ~s::J [;Cs::J

(40) lp' J I series (voiceless bilabial ejected stops)

lerapó I lerap'o + anal ~ lerapsana [Ierapj'ana]

I Ie r a
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(39) and (40) imply that:

• there is no spreading of the features characterizing [0] and [o] towards the preceding consonant,

hence, both are [-high],

• it is not possible to describe these processes within the FG model.

(41) IphiJ series (voiceless bilabial aspirated stops)

Phaphi I p'ap''i + anal -+ phapsana [phapfhana]

anal

coronal

(dorsal)

I
[+ high]

(41) entails:

• Spreading of the root node of the front vowel [i] to the preceding consonant [ph] which is

[-high],

Spreading occurring simultaneously with the deletion of the front vowel [i] together with all its

features.

• The secondary palatal articulation of I phi a non-palatal, to become [pfh], a palatal consonant.

•

(42) Iph£ I series (voiceless bilabial aspirated stops)

tshêphê I tsh£ph£ + ana I -+ tshêpshana [tsh£pfhana]

Itsh l' e + ana I

I
[ + cons] [-con]
- son + son
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(43) /pho/ series (voiceless bilabial aspirated stops)

ph6ph6 I ph o ph o + ana I ---? phêphsana [phopj'tana]

+ anal

[
+con~

-son .. [
cons]
+ son

In representation (42) and (43) it is not possible to state that both the front vowel [c] and the back

vowel [::>] which are [-high] spread anything to the preceding consonant Iphl

(44) It'i I series ( voiceless alveolar ejected stop)

lebati I le~at'i + ana I ---? lebatsana [Ie~atf'ana]

I I e ~ a t' + ana I

~Tp coron

(dorsal)

[1gb]
(44) Should be interpreted as:

• the spreading of the root node of the front vowel [ i ] which is [+high] to the preceding

consonant [t'] which is [-high],

• the delinking of the front vowel [ i ] together with all its features,

• a non-palatal It'l becomes [ tJ'], a palatal consonant.
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(45) It' e I series (voiceless alveolar ejected stop)

sebete I seêet' e + anal - sebetsana [ seêetl' ana]

I s e

(46) It' el series (voiceless alveolar ejected stop)

lebêtê I leêet'e + ana I - lebêtsana [Ie pëtf'ana ]

I Ie t' e + ana I

I I
Cs::J [ :::]

(45) and (46) entail that:

• it is not possible to argue that the front vowels [e] and [ë] which are [-high] spreads to the

preceding consonant I t I in order to cause it to be [+ high],

• it is impossible to describe these processes adequately in terms of the FG theory.

(47) Ithi Iseries (voiceless alveolar aspirated stops)

Marêthi I mar J thi + ana / - marêtshana [marotj-ana]

I mar J l /f +

ana I

~+ c ;1/ [cons ]
son + son

I I
place =.

glo~ronal Tp coronal
(dorsal)

I
[+ high]
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(47) should be interpreted as:

• the spreading of the root node of the front vowel [i] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant I

th I which is [-high],

• the delinking of the front vowel [i] together with all its features,

• a non-palatal Ithi becoming a palatal [tIh].

(48) I the I series (voiceless alveolar aspirated stop)

serêthê I ser e th e

I I
[

+ cons] [ - con~
- son + so~

L Iplace
lA I A

+ anal

G~oron 0coron
I
(dorsal)

I
[-high]

(48) Entails that:

• there is no spreading of the features of [e] which is [-high] to the preceding consonant because it

seems that [e] has nothing to spread in order to cause Ithl become [+high],

the FG model fails to explain this process .•
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(49) /1 i / senes (voiced alveolar stop)

madi / ma 1 + ana / ----7 matsaria [mad' ana]

(49) should be interpreted as:

• the spreading of the root node of the front vowel [i] to the preceding consonant to make it

[+high],

• the deletion of the front vowel [i] together with all its features,

• the palatal articulation of the coronal /1/ to become [ t J' ].

(50) / ril series (voiced alveolar liquid)

moriri / mo ri ri + ana / ----7 morisana [mori Jana ]

/ m 0 n r + ana /

- son + son

I I
place place

I r<:
coron Tp coron

(dorsal)
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(50) implies:

• the spreading of root node of front vowel [ i] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant [r]

which is [- high],

• the deletion of the front vowel [i] together with all its features,

• a non-palatal segment Ir/ becomes palatal [Il

(51) / rei series (voiced alveolar liquid)

mohla re I mo a r ana /

I

[
+co~ [

- so~

(52) Ire! series (voiced alveolar liquid)

pêre I PE r E + ana I ---? pêsana [p'e I ana]
Ip' e r e

I I

C con~ [- con~

son J +=.

+ ana /

(51) and (52) entail that:

• spreading does not occur in that the front vowels [e] and [e] have nothing to spread towards the

preceding consonant,

• it is impossible to account for these processes in terms of the FGmodel.

(53) I le / series (voiced alveolar liquid)

lehlêle I lelo/e+ ana / ---? lehlêjana [ I ei::> 3 ana]

I Ie ::> 1

\
[
+cons] [
+ son

e +anal

- cons]
+ son
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(54) I Ie I series (voiced alveolar liguid)

mabêlê I rna ~E 1 E + ana I -+ mabêjana [ rnalis 3 ana]

I m a ~ EIE + ana I

I I
[ : :::J[~~:J

The representations (53) and (54) indicate that it is impossible to account for the two processes in

that the front vowels [e] and [E] spread nothing to the preceding consonant, since they are [-high].

(55) I ni Iseries (alveolar nasal)

It is aquired that the velar nasal [I)] is derived from underlying lnil (cf.. locative formation in the

Nguni languages). Thus,

kgokóng I k xhJk:mi+ana 1-+ kgêkênyana [kx-okoji ana]

I kxho k

Place Place/\ <.
Coron Soft Tp Coron

Palate (dorsal)

[+L [lghl
(55) entails:

• the spreading of the root node of the front vowel [i] which is [+high] to the preceding consonant

[nl which is [-high],

• the deletion of [i] together with all its features,

• the palatal articulation of [n] which becomes [J1].
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(56) I nel series (alveolar nasal)

Mosêmane I mo I € mane + ana I -+ mosemanyana [ mo] €maj1ana]

I m 0 I e m
a \ ( +

[
+con~[ -cons]
- sonJ +son

ana I

(57) In e I series (alveolar nasal)

lekêsenê I lek'd€ll e + ana 1-+ lekêjenyana [le k'e I €j1 ana]

I lek' e I
E ID I"
r+consll-con~

lson L+ sonJ

+ anal

in representations (56) and (57) the implication is that the front vowels [el and [€] cannot spread

anything towards the preceding nasal consonant [n] in order to change it to [+high] as they are both

[-high]. It is not possible to describe or explain these processes adequately in terms of the FG model.

(58) I yi I series i (voiced velar fricative)

tioga I tlor +iI + a I -+ tI osa [tl' o I a ]
I tI I + a I
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In representation (58) it may be stated that the front vowel [i] which is [+high - back] spreads its root

node to the preceding consonant which is [+high + back] so as to cause it to become [-back] This

spreading is followed by the deletion of [ i ] together with all its features. This yield to palatal

articulation of / y / a dorsal consonant. The Northern Sotho word / t l ór + if+a/ becomes

*[t l' ;)ffa] instead of [tl'o f al It seems FG model is inadequate to explain this process in this

language.

Form the analyses presented above it has become clear that employing an FG model in the

description and explanation of the phenomenon of palatalization in Northern Sotho leads to a number

of inexplicable examples.
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CHAPTER4

EVALUATION OF THE MODELS

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter the two models will be assessed in order to ascertain their effectiveness in the

description or explanation of the palatalization phenomenon in Northern Sotho.

4.2 Conclusion

This study has shown that:

(i) The structuralist (taxonomic) model which was previously used in the description of
palatalization in Northern Sotho is inadequate for the following reason:

It provided no explanation for the phenomenon.

(ii) The Transformational Generative (linear) model is fundamentally adequate in its account of
the Northern Sotho palatalization process, for the following reasons:

It provides explanations or descriptions of the phonological processes that occur before or
after palatalization takes place.
The semivocalization or glide formation process occurs before palatalization.
The semi vowels [j ] or [w ] are responsible to induce palatalization.
Optional processes such as semi - vowel deletion or glide deletion occur after palatalization.
It may be stated that the TG model accounts for most of the alternations involving Northern
Sotho palatalization.

(iii) The Feature Geometry (non - linear) model seems to be inadequate in the descriptions or
explanations of Northern Sotho Palatalization, for the following reasons:

It only accounts for the occurrence of palatalization involving [ + high] front vowel [i] or
back vowel [u]
It fails to account for the occurrence of palatal consonants in the environment of the mid
vowels [ e, e,o, J ] as it does not provide any formal mechanism to derive a glide which is a
trigger for palatalization.
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Appendix A

Phonetic outputs of ICVIV21Combinations

(* denotes an intermediate form)

VI (Proper Nouns) Deverbative V2
Nouns

C a 1 e e u 0 J +i +J

p' (/J *. *. *. *w *w *w *. *wJ J J J
ph (/J *. *. *w *w *. *wJ J J
t' (/J *. *. *. w w w *. wJ J J J
th (/J *. *. *. w w w *. wJ J J J
k' (/J (/J (/J (/J w w w (/J w
tI' (/J (/J (/J w w (/J w
tl" (/J

r (/J *. *. *. w w w *. wJ J J J
13 (/J *. *. *. *w *w *w *. *wJ J J J
133 (/J (/J

f (/J *. *. *w *w *w *. *wJ J J
fI
fs
s (/J (/J (/J (/J w
I (/J C/J C/J w w w
3 (/J

i (/J w (/J

y (/J w w (/J

fi w w
pI (/J

pIh (/J

ps" (/J

ts' (/J (/J (/J (/J w w (/J W

tsh (/J (/J w
tI' (/J (/J (/J (/J w w (/J W

tsh (/J (/J C/J (/J w w (/J W

kx" (/J W W (/J w
m (/J

n (/J *. *. *. w w *. wJ J J J
p (/J (/J w
1) (/J (/J w
I (/J *. *. *. *w w *w *. wJ J J J
J (/J w
w (/J (/J (/J (/J
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Appendix B

/CV+V/ with proper nouns

CV+V Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Combination Representation Representation

13a + ana bana children l13a+ anal [13ana]

13e + ana moqobe pool /movojle + anal [movojigana]
13e + ana kgarebê young women fkxhare13e + anal [kxhare133ana]
13i+ ana selabi fly or any little Isela13i + anal [selajljana]

thing in the eye
130+ ana letlotlobo snake skin /letl' otlope + anal [letl' otlopjana]
13::>+ ana kgabo monkey /kxha13::>+ anal [kxha133ana]
13u+ ana kubu hippopotamus /k'13u + anal [k'u133ana]
fa + ana lefa inheritance /lefa + anal [lefana]

fe + ana morefe race Imorafe + anal [morafJana]

fe + ana
fi + ana lefifi darkness /lefifi + anal [lefif'[ana]
fo + ana
fo + ana sef6 sieve IsefJ + anal [sefjana]
fu + ana sefu trap /sefu + anal [sefjana]
ya + ana leraga mud /lera ya + anal [lerayana]
yo + ana bosego night /boIeyo + anal [bojevwana]
vo + ana lego wild fig /levo + anal [leywana]

ho + ana lehê spoon /leho + anal [lehwana]

hu + ana lehu death /lehu + anal [lehwana]

ka + ana leswika stone /leswik'a + anal [leswik'ana]

ke + ana lebake dagga /le13ake + anal [lejiak'ana]
ke + ana lekêkê ant /lekek'e + anal [lekek'ana]
ki + ana baki jacket l13aki + anal [Bak'ana]
ko + ana moroko bran /morok'o + anal [morok'wana]
ko + ana dikêkê nuts /ikok'o + anal [ik'ok'wana]
S'ku + ana puku book /p'uku + anal [p'uk'wana]

la + ana morula marula tree /morula + anal [morulana]
le + ana lehlolé blood clot /lediole + anal [lediogana]
le + ana mabêlê sorghum /majlele + anal [majsegana]
li + ana naledi star /naleli + anal [nalet/ana]

lo + ana pelo heart Ipelo + anal [pewana]

lo + ana phêêfólê animal Iph::>::>fJb+ anal [p-oofojwana]
lu + ana seledu chin /selelu + anal [seletswana]

na + ana mosetsana girl Imosetsana + anal [mosetsajiana]
ne + ana mosemane boy ImoIernane + anal [mojernapana]
ne + ana lekêsênê location /lek'e Iene + anal [lekejejiana]
ni + ana kgokong wildebeest /kx'okoni + anal [kx-okopana]
no + ana mohlono wild apricot /moiono + anal [mororjwana]
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no + ana lenênê thin top of /lenono + anal [lenonwana]
sweet-reed stalk

pa + ana legapa calabash /leyap'a + anal [levapjwana]
pe + ana lerope ruin /lerop'e + anal [lerop Jana]

[lerot Jwan a ]
[lerotswana]

pe + ana selêpê axe /selep'e + anal [selepjana]
[seletJwana]
[seletswana]

pi + ana hlapi fish /iapi + anal [iapjana]
[Iatjwana]
[latswana]

po + ana legopo trough /leyop'o + anal [levopjana]
[leyotJwana]
[leyotswana]

po + ana lerapê bone /lerap'o + anal [lerapJana]
[lerat Jwan a ]
[leratswana]

pu + ana legapu watermelon /levapu + anal [leyapJana]
[leyatJwana]
[leyatswana]

ra + ana sehlêra squirrel /serora + anal [sebrana]
re + ana mohlare tree /moiare + anal [moiajana]
re+ ana pêrê horse /pere + anal [perjana]
ri + ana .. hair /moriri + anal [moriJana]monn
ro+ ana leroro young corn plant /leroro + anal [lerorwana]
ro+ ana seporo railway line /sep'oro + anal [sep'orwana]
ru + ana kgêru nutshell /kx'eru + anal [kx'terwana]
sa+ ana masa dawn /masa + anal [masana]
se + ana mose skin apron /mose + anal [mosana]
se + ana mataêsê dice /mataese + anal [mataesana]
si + ana nOSI bee /nosi + anal [nosana]
SJ + ana poso post /poso + anal [poswana]
tsa + ana
tse + ana
tse + ana kotsê shield /kotse + anal [k'otswana]
tsi + ana kotsi accident /kotsi + anal [k'otsana]
tso + ana motsotso minute /motsotso + anal [motsotswana]
tSJ + ana kgêtsê peace /kx'otso + anal [kx=otswana]
tsu + ana
ta + ana sebata carmvore /se(3at'a + anal [se(3at'ana]
te + ana sebete liver /se(3et'e + anal [sepetjana]
te + ana lebetê pancreas /le(3et'e + anal [lepetjana]
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ti + ana lebuti door /le13at'i + anal [le13atJana]

to + ana molato case /molat'o + anal [molatwana]

to + ana lebatê floor /le13at~ + anal [lepatwana]
tu + ana bodutu boredom /130ut' u + anal [l301utwana]
tha + ana mokgotha street /mokx-otha + anal [mokx-othana ]
the + ana
the + ana serêthê heel /seret''e + anal [seretj=ana]
thi + ana marêthi drops /mar~thi + anal [marotj=ana]
tho + ana moratho brother /morat'o + anal [rnorat'wana]
tho + ana moratho bridge /morat''o + anal [morat'wana]
thu + ana mokgêthu hottentot /mokx'ot'u + anal [mokx-ot'wana]
phe + ana tshêphê springbok /tshephe + anal [tshep Jhana]
ph~ phopho pawpaw /ph~ph~ + anal [ph~pJhana]

tsha + ana letsha lake /letsha + anal [lets-ana]
ts'o + ana dimtsho sweet reeds /ints'» + anal [ints'wana]
tla + ana mmutla hare /mmutl' a + anal [mmutl' ana]
tie + ana lewatle sea /lewatl' e + anal [lewatl' ana]

tie + ana mantle peaces /mantl' e + anal [manti' ana]

ritlo + ana ntlê house /ntl' o + anal [ntlwana]

Ia + ana sehlahla shanty /se+aia + anal [seraiana]
Io + ana mahlo eyes /mab + anal [marwana]
tlha + ana ntlha tip /ntlha + anal [ntl-ana]
pshi + ana mpshi porridge /mpshi + anal [rnps'ana]

made of milk
Ja + ana sesa firebrand /seja + anal [sejana]
Je + ana
Je + ana mosê the other side /moJe + anal [mojana]
si + ana kgosi king !kxho[i + anal [kx'ojana]
Jo + ana sebêso hearth /se13eJ0 + anal [sejlejwana]
J~ + ana sesê sore /se]o + anal [sejwana]
Ju + ana sesu dung /seju + anal [sejwana]
tja + ana molatsa porridge kept /molatJ'a + anal [molatjana]

over from the
previous
night

tJe + ana
tje + ana setsêtsê estrilda - /setje'tje + anal [setje't]" ana]

astrilda
tji + ana Ietsatsi sun /let J' at [i + anal [Ietjatjana]
tjo + ana khutsi peace !khutJ' + anal [k'ut Jwan a ]

t]o + ana setso culture /set]' o + anal [setjwana]
tju + ana setsu elbow /setJ'u + anal [setjwana]
tJha + ana tshatsha hunting /tJhai:Jha + anal [tJhai:Jhana]

spider
tJhe + ana khabêtshe cabbage !kha13etJhe + anal [kha13etJhana]
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tIhe + ana mpshe ostrich /mpIh + anal [mpj'ana]
tIhi + ana ntshi fly IntIhi + anal [ntj'ana]
tIh:) + ana seswantshê portrait /seswantj-o + anal [seswant Ihana]
tIhu + ana ntshu eagle IntIhu + anal [ntj'wana]
.(33e+ ana mokgalabjê old man /mokxhala.(33e+ anal [mokx'alapgana]
ja + ana moya wind /moja + anal [mojana]
wa + ana lewa cave /lewa + anal [lewana]
we + ana moswe meercat /moswe + anal [moswana]
we + ana segwêgwê frog /seyweywe + anal [sevwevwana]
wi + ana maswi milk /maswi + anal [maswana]
I)a + ana lenga crack /leI)a + anal [lerjana]
na + ana sethuya pistol /set'upa + anal [set'upana]
kx'o + ana segokgo spider /sevokx'o + anal [sevokx'wana]
kx':o + ana meokgê tears /meokx-o + anal [meokx'wana]
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Appendix C

/CV+V/Structure in deverbative Nouns

CV+V Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Combination Representation Representation

13+ i + ana moabi allocater Imoa13+i+anal [moapjana]
13+ o + ana kabê allocation /k' a13+::>+anal [k'a133ana]

f + i + ana mosefi one who sieves /mosef+i+ana/ [mosefjana]
f+::>+ana phofê manner of flying IphOf+o+ana/ [phofJana]

y + i + ana moagi builder /moav+i+ana/ [moarana]
y +::> + ana kago build-up /k' a r+o+ana/ [k'arwana]
3 + i + ana moji eater /mog+i+ana/ [mojana]
3 + o + ana sejê meal Ise3+::>+anal [seywana]
k' + i + ana mohlaki poor person /molak' +i+ana/ [molak'ana]
k' + ::>+ ana mohlakê poverty /moiak' +i+ana/ [molak'wana]
l+i+ana lesaedi untidy person /le Jae.l+i +ana/ [leJaetJ' ana]

1 + o + ana kopelo song /kop' e.I+o+ana/ [kop' elwana]

n s- i e ana baefani people who invade 113aefan+i+anal [13aefanana]
each other

n + o + ana monênê anointment Imon::>n+anal [mononwana]
p' + i + ana mogapr one who drives /morap+i+ana/ [morapjana]

livestock
p' + o + ana mohlapê manner of bathing /moiap+o+ana/ [molapjana]
ph + i + ana phaphi piece Iphaph+i+anal [p'ap'wana]
ph + o + ana tl-êphó manner of ItJh::>ph+::>+anaI [tJh::>p['wana]

gathering
s+::>+ana diphasê ancestral I iphas+::>+anal [ ip=aswana]

appeasement
t + i + ana moruti priest /morut +o+ana/ [morutwana]
t+::>+ana mokatê race /mok' at +o+ana/ [mok'atwana]

th + i + ana lerothi droplet /lerot't+i +ana/ [lerot Jhana]

th + o + ana moratho bridge /morat'+o+ana/ [morat'wana]
ts + i + ana moputsi rewarder /mop' uts+i +ana/ [mop'utsana]

ts + o + ana moputsê payment /mop' uts+o+ana/ [mop'utswana]

r + i + ana moren preacher Imorer+i+anal [morerana]

r+::>+ana moreró manner of /morer+o+ana/ [morerwana]
preaching

tI' + i + ana motlamotli caterer Imotlamet J+i +ana/ [motlametJ' ana]

tI' + o + ana motlametlê manner of catering Imotlamet J+o+ana/ [motlametjwana]
i + i + ana moferehli one who provoke /moferel+i+ana/ [moferelana]
i+::>+ana pherehlo incitement Ipherei+::>+anal [p=ereiwana]
J + i + ana morutisi teacher /morutij+i+ana/ [morutiJ' ana]

J+::>+ana mmuso government /mmu J+o+ana/ [mmuJ'wana]

tJ + i + ana moeletsi adviser /moeletj+i+ana/ [moeletjana]
tI + o + ana seletse musical instrument /selet] +o+ana/ [seletjwana]
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tIh + i + ana molwantshi antagonist /molwantj't+i+ana/ [molwantj'ana]
tIh + :J + ana póntshó show /pontjt+o+ana/ [pontIhwana]
j + i + ana mohloyi one who hates /moioj+i+ana/ [molojana]
j + :J + ana lehloyê hatred /leioj+:J+ana/ [leioj +:Jjana ]
I) + i + ana sengangi one who pulls tight /sel)al)+i+ana/ [serjarjana]
I) + :J + ana ngangó manner of pulling /l)al)+:J+ana/ [rjarjwana]

tight
n + i + ana mosenyi spoiler /mosep+ i+ana/ [mosepana]
n + :J + ana tshenyê damage /tshep+:J+ana/ [ts'tepwana]
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Appendix D

Pronouns

(i) Absolute Pronouns

Class Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

2.p.s wêna you /u+ena/ [wena]
1 yêna he/she !e+ena/ [jena]
3 wêna it /-:J+-:Jna/ [wona]
4 yona him/her !e+-:Jna/ [jona]
6 wêna it /-:J+-:Jna/ [wona]
9 yona it !e+-:Jna/ [j-:Jna]

(ii) Demonstrative Pronouns: Position lea)

Class Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

1 yo this le+»l [j-:J]
3 wo this /-:J+-:J/ [wJ]
4 yê this !e+e/ [je]
9 yê this le+el [je]

(iii) Possessive Pronouns

Class Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

1 yêna he/she le+esse] [jena]
wêna you /u+ena/ [jena]

3 wêna it /J+-:Jna/ [wona]
9 yona it !e+Jna/ jona]

(iv) Quantitative Pronouns

Class Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

1 yêhle all !e+Jie/ [jole]
3 wohle all /J+Jie/ [wole]
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Appendix E

Subject Concords

Class Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

3 wa of lo+al [wa]
4 ya of /e+al [ja]

Appendix F

Causative Formations

Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

tlala to fill up Itl' al+if +e] [tl'atJa]
tsêna enter Itsen+if +al [tsepa]
belegg Ov carry on the back lf3eleY+iJ+e! [f3eleJa]
hlapa bath /iap+iJ+al [iapJa]

Appendix G

Passive Formations

Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

reba break Ir;)f3+u+al [r;)f33a]
[r;)f33wa]

bêfa tie 1f3;)f+u+al [f3;)fJa]
[f3;)fJwa]

bopa build IIf3op+u+a [f3opJa]
[Bopjwa]

hlêpha gather It;)ph+u+al [topj'a]
[topj'wa]

tsena enter Itsen+u+al [tsepwa]

Appendix H

Locatives

Example Gloss Underlying Phonetic
Representation Representation

mpheng Iandie ImpheI]eI]I [mp-eperj]
bjang grass 1f33aI]eI]I [f33apeI]]
legong firewood lleYoI]eI]I [leroperj]
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